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Tecnografica has 100 employees, and half of them are designers. 

It goes without saying that thanks to this we are able to design 

large volumes, in order to react quickly and flexibly to the requests 

we receive. Service and good design have top priority for us. Our 

strength is being able to provide our customers with a 360 ° service 

as quickly as possible.

Thanks to our high performance scanners and cameras, we are 

able to get the optimal starting point for developing the design 

in the best conditions, which is a fundamental requirement for 

getting high quality printing.

With almost 30 years experience, Tecnografica is the ideal partner 

for design studios and architects, with the constant ambition of 

offering new design solutions.

With the “Italian Wallcoverings” brand, Tecnografica specialized in 

the digital printing production of high-quality wallpaper, as well 

as in the production of large-format panels. Some references are 

available on our homepage 

www.tecnografica.net

mak
OUR PEOPLE



S ince 1992, the Italian company’s mission is to offer its 

customers the best in terms of design and technology. 

Since always our philosophy has been characterized by 

our capability to go beyond and to look forward, by our willingness to 

create new aesthetic solutions, leading us in the realization of stunning 

designs industrially reproducible. We have never come along with easy 

ways. Sometimes we chased after unrealistic dreams at the edge of an 

eternal challenge between fantasy and reality. Willingness and passion 

drove and supported us in settling goals and exploiting them for our 

future amazing projects. World leader in the ceramic industry design 

sector, Tecnograf ica draws f rom his experience and graphic expertise 

to create the Tecnograf ica Italian Wallcoverings brand, which designs 

and produces the Wallpaper and Wallcovering lines.

www. tecnog ra f i ca .ne t
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Tecnografica design: the perfect 

wallpaper for any style

The wallpaper by Tecnografica 

Italian Wallcoverings comes from 

high-end craftsmanship, modern 
technology and Italian design. 
Furthermore, it is an ecological 

wallpaper made with completely 

ecological materials and conceived 

to be in perfect harmony with 

all the environments and pieces 

of furniture. Our wallpapers are 

inspired by different atmospheres 

and subjects, in order to create a 

spectacular, creative, and highly 
artistic effect for any kind of 
interiors.
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HIGH-END 
CRAFTSMANSHIP, 

MODERN 
TECHNOLOGY AND 

ITALIAN DESIGN



WALLPAPER

finishes
Fabric
The Wallpaper Fabric by 
Tecnografica is a technical 
wallpaper, with a structured fabric 
effect surface, that allows the 
reproduction of bright colors and 
very fine detailed texture design, 
also thanks SD technology used for 
the graphic realization and the high 
resolution of the digital printing.

TNT
The Wallpaper TNT by Tecnografica 
is a technical wallpaper, with a 
structured spatulate effect, that 
allows the reproduction of bright 
colors and very fine detailed texture 
design, also thanks SD technology 
used for the graphic realization and 
the high resolution of the digital 
printing.

Skin
The Wallpaper Skin by Tecnografica 
is a technical wallpaper, with a 
smooth surface, that allows the 
reproduction of bright colors and 
very fine detailed texture design, 
also thanks SD technology used for 
the graphic realization and the high 
resolution of the digital printing.

Natural
Cellulose fiber-based, PVC-free 
and without chemical solvents, 
provided with all certifications 
required for application in private 
and public locations. The support 
is white, embossed and thick, with 
stucco effect. Moreover, this support 
guarantees photographic-quality 
images, with extremely bright and 
vivid colours.

H2O
Tecnografica’s H2O Wallpaper is a 
special wallpaper made of fiberglass 
enabling the decoration of the most 
humid environments including the 
bathroom and the internal part of the 
showers. The exclusive SD technology 
used for the graphic realization and 
the high resolution of the digital 
printing perform a wide chromatic 
range of color with stunning 
decorative effects.

Soundproof
Only few millimeters thick and 
digital-printed in high resolution. 
As a result of an accurate study 
on materials, Soundproof is an 
innovative support that can be 
applied both to walls and ceilings. 
Its particular structure obstructs the 
passage of sound waves and allows:
- the absorption of noises and 
sounds, which are softened both 
from the outside towards the inside 
of the environment and viceversa;
- the decrease of the echo and 
reverberation effects into the room, 
making it easier to concentrate 
for the people who are working or 
studying inside;
- the acoustic isolation even in 
environments that are characterized 
by lack of space, as an efficient and 
thin support.
Therefore, Soundproof can be 
successfully applied not only in 
offices and private houses, but also 
in public environments, such as 
bars, restaurants, hospitals, medical 
clinics, halls, waiting rooms, and 
in every space where the noise 
absorption is felt as necessary.

FABRIC NATURAL

TNT

SKIN SOUNDPROOF

H2O
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Decorative panels: solutions for 

panels and wall murals

The decorative wall panels by 

Tecnografica Italian Wallcoverings 

represent an innovative reality in the 

world of wall murals.

The system used is composed of 

large-format panels (up to 150x300 
cm) with a very reduced thickness, 

in order to obtain a high quality thin 

wall paneling. The state-of-the-art 

detection and printing technology, 

derived from the parent company 

Tecnografica, allows to have a 

perfect quality and super-defined 
images, as regards both visual 

impact (wall planks textures and 

stone effect panels, such as marble, 

agate, onyx and many others) and 

supports (light panels for walls, 

backlit panels, matt, glossy and 

more).

On the basis of the various kinds 

of finishes, our decorative wall 

panels are available in five different 

supports: Dècora Resin, Dècora Lux, 

Dècora Stucco, Smart Panel, and 

Dècora LED. The flexibility of our 

offer also comes from the size of 

the decorative wall panels, that can 

be totally customized, following the 

specific characteristics of your own 

project.



Dècora LED
Dècora LED is the Light-integrated 
Decorative Panel System that combines 
decoration with LED technology, creating 
unseen spectacular effects through plays 
of light and color variations. The reduced 
thickness of the panel allows installation 
on wall, recessed-panel installation, and 
even installation on specific profiles, 
standing far from the wall. Totally 
programmable and manageable through 
a controller or a mobile app, Dècora 
LED boasts an excellent light and color 
rendering, together with a low energy 
consumption. The shape of Dècora LED 
support can be customized thanks to the 
absence of lateral frames. Moreover, the 
uniform lighting from the center to the 
edges creates continuity among panels 
and gives aesthetic completeness to the 
graphic.
The Patent registered for this lighting 
technology further highlights its cutting-
edge and innovative nature.   

Dècora Lux
Backlightable, the Dècora Lux slabs 
play with the transparency of the resin 
and the opalescence of the PMMA 
(polymethylmethacrylate) support 
to realize coverings, decorations and 
evocative enlightenments. The slabs 
reach a thickness of 10 mm.

Dècora Resin
Created on a rigid compound aluminum 
support, Dècora Resin takes advantage 
of his high technical value that, with 
the versatility of the resin, breathes life 
into a product with high aesthetic and 
functional qualities. The slabs reach a 
thickness of 6 mm.

Dècora Stucco
On a rigid compound aluminum support 
the slabs Dècora Stucco are worked 
and finished completely by hand. 
Strong points: the numerous available 
graphics, the productive technology, the 
craftsmanship and the very easy laying. 
The slabs reach a thickness of 5 mm.

Smart Panel
Smart Panel is the innovative and high-
level technology support for decorative 
panels. Smart Panel combines the 
lightness of Forex with the strength and 
shininess of transparent Polycarbonate. 
Thanks to the total customization of 
graphics and dimensions, this support 
is suitable both for small realizations 
and big projects, since it guarantees a 
stunning visual effect through brilliant 
colours and high-definition images. 
Smart Panel slabs come with a final 
thickness of 6 mm.

Smart Panel Double Face
Smart Panel Double Face is the bifacial 
version of Smart Panel. Like the original 
one, this slab combines the lightness of 
PVC with the strength and shininess of 
transparent Polycarbonate. The double 
graphic makes this panel particularly 
suitable for sophisticated partitions 
or perfect as a decorative element in 
stylish environments. This product comes 
complete with edging on the profile, in 
order to create a more elegant result. 
Smart Panel Double Face reaches a final 
thickness of 9 mm.

DECORATIVE PANELS

finishes
DÈCORA LED DÈCORA STUCCO

DÈCORA LUX
SMART PANEL

SMART PANEL DOUBLE FACE

DÈCORA RESIN



THE CASE

SOUNDPROOF WP FOLDER

DÈCORA LED SAMPLE THE PACKS

WALLPAPER BOOK

WALLPAPER DISPLAY

Promotional 
Materials
Real inspiration for architects, 

designers, and anyone who would 

like to learn more about our world.

Tecnografica Italian Wallcoverings 

offers an exclusive series of tools 

dedicated to all interior design 

professionals, specially created 

to help them choosing the best 

graphics and materials in every 

single project.

Our Wallpaper and Decorative 

Panels latest catalogues, together 

with the samples of all our supports, 

are now available thanks to

“The Case”
Wallpaper Book
Wallpaper Display
Soundproof Wallpaper Folder

99 €

29 €

350 €

99 €

399 €

WALLPAPERS DECORATIVE PANELS PROMOTIONAL  
MATERIALS

IT EN ES



 THE GAME IS CHANGING


